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TASK: Literature        

ACTIVITY: Reading and contextual questions  

     Freak the Mighty Chapter 1 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

Chapter 1 

1. Who is narrating the story? In what point of view is the story told? 

 

Max is the narrator – it is told in first person narrative.  
 

2. List FIVE points about how the author describes himself. Add these traits to the 
character descriptions page. 
 
Stupid, “ I never had a brain” 
Angry, “ They called him kicker” he was angry and kicked other people 
Very big 
Has big feet 
Clumsy “ falling down goon” 
 
Use discretion – any logical and backed up answer can get marks.  
 

3. Who does the narrator live with? Explain how they feel about him. 

 

He lives with his grandparents, Grim and Gram. He feels they fuss over him and they have 

a strained relationship.  
 

4. What is Grim’s opinion of the narrator’s father? Give PROOF—quote from the story. 

 

He is afraid of him and does not like to mention his name, “ Grim never says my father’s 

name, just HIM, like his name is too scary to say.” 
 

5. When did Kevin and Max first meet? 

 

They met at daycare.  
 

 



6. Describe little Freak. Add these traits to the character descriptions page. 

 

He is clever 

He loves robots 

He has leg braces 

He is bent over 

He is not afraid of anything.  
    Use discretion – any logical and backed up answer can get marks.  

 
 

7. How old is Max at the end of Chapter 1? Explain what is happening to him. 

 

He is about 13, in eighth grade. He is becoming a teenager and is growing very fast.  
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TASK: Literature        

ACTIVITY: Reading and contextual questions  

     Freak the Mighty Chapter 2 

_______________________________________________________ 

Chapter 2 

 

1.  Describe the “down under.” Does Max like the “down under”? 

The down under is the basement where Grim made Max a bedroom. It is dark and very 

plain, but quiet.  

 

2. When does the story take place? (setting) 

 

In the Summer.  

 

3. Who are the new neighbors? Describe them (Make FIVE points). Add these traits to the 

character descriptions page. 

 

Gwen and Kevin 

Gwen is beautiful, with bron hair and looks like a movie star.  

Kevin is bend over and crippled. He is very clever, brave and uses big words.  

 
Use discretion – any logical and backed up answer can get marks.  

 
 

4. Describe the meeting between Max and Kevin. 

Max went outside and was watching the moving van come in. He saw the beautiful Gwen 

and watched Kevin – Kevin came up to Max, pointed his crutch and him and said – “Identify 

yourself Earthling”  

Max was afraid – Kevin repeated his statement and when Max did not answer he said’ 

“Then die Earthling, die!” 


